




For those looking for fresh design work, AH Creative Co. 
works to enliven the client’s visions and mold a unique 
experience. Unlike template sites, we possess a personality 
unable to be ready-made and offer a customized 
experience between client and designer.







LOGO
MARK

COMBINATION
MARK



FULL LOGO
This is to be used for all 

brand related publications 
and attributions.

Full logo and logo mark are not 
to be displayed smaller than 

shown unless approved. Digital 
platforms may vary.

1 inch height

This is to be used when 
“creative co” is too small to be 
legible or logo needs to be 
smaller than minimum size. 
All other uses must be approved.

VARIATION

MINIMUM SIZE



There should be no less space 
that the circle within the logo 
around it in any given document 
or publication. This is to maintain 
clarity of the logo and brand.

To be used when color printing/
display is unavailable. These are the 
only accepted versions to be used 
as approved.

SPACING GUIDELINES

NON-COLOR OPTIONS

The logo can only be placed as 
shown when displayed in color. 

No other background unless 
approved. Do not reverse colors.

COLOR VARIATION



PANTONE: 663 CP 
HEX: #FAF0EF 

RGB: 250, 240, 239 
CMYK: 0, 4, 4, 2

PANTONE: 142 CP 
HEX: #F0BA54 
RGB: 240, 186, 84 
CMYK: 0, 23, 65, 6

PANTONE: 2435 CP
HEX: #BD7057

RGB: 189, 112, 87
CMYK: 22, 63, 68, 5

PANTONE: 2435 CP
HEX: #bd7057
RGB: 189, 112, 87
CMYK: 22, 63, 68, 5

25% black

PANTONE: 4133 CP
HEX: #444444

RGB: 68, 68, 68
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 73

40% black

NON-COLOR PRINTING/DISPLAY



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890:;.,!?”’

Avenir Next Pro LT is the preferred sans serif typeface to be used with its full 
family for headings, body copy, and small text/captions. If Avenir is unavailable 
for use, Arial will serve as its alternative. Serif typefaces should be avoided but 

may be permissible for official documents longer than two pages that will be 
printed for ease of reading. Garamond is the preferred typeface. If this is not 

available, Times New Roman will serve as its alternative.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890:;.,!?”’

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890:;.,!?”’

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890:;.,!?”’

Avenir Next LT Pro (full family)
used for body text 

Arial (full family)

Garamound (documents to be read)

SANS SERIF

ALTERNATIVE (if unavailable)

ALTERNATIVE (if unavailable)ALTERNATIVE (if unavailable)

HOW TO USE

SERIF

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890:;.,!?”’

Times New Roman

Mokoko Bold is used in the logotype and may be 
used for various headings and titles as approved.



Do not place logo against 
unapproved background.

Do not skew logo .

Do not rotate logo.

Do not make logotype all 
one color.

Do not reverse logo colors.

Do not put a stroke of any 
kind around logo.

Do not make logo one color 
unless approved.

Do not use any unapproved 
colors on logo.







1.36 in

.5 in

.7 in .7 in

SPECS

16 pt leading
or

1.45 line spacing

11 pt font





Sole logo mark with no type to 
maintain clarity with mobile devices.

INSTAGRAM AND BEHANCE

LINKEDIN







May 2021 resumé. Recent version available online here.

https://www.ahcreative.co/resume








HOME ahcreative.co

https://www.ahcreative.co/


ABOUT

PORTFOLIO

CONTACT



RESUME PAGE & DOWNLOADABLE





I use social networks to create, curate and connect. I aim to be 
representative of those that look like me and think like me in 
order to diversify these digital spaces. Through social media, 
I will engage with inspiring designers who mutually value our 
services and will help grow my business. To accomplish this, I 
showcase my personal brand online by being authentic and 
true to my personality, interests and values.





I wanted to make sure I 
was creating engaging 
posts and posting them 
during peak times. 

I used a service called 
“Lister” to schedule and 
send out my posts. I 
also posted stories to 
my instagram as a way 
to engage with other 
creators, which resulted 
in a few reshares of my 
posts and engaging 
conversation.

http://instagram.com/autumnharriscreative


I wanted to make sure I 
was creating engaging 
posts and posting them 
during peak times. 

I used a service called 
“Lister” to schedule that 
were genera topics such 
as articles, but not for full 
text posts. 

I attended an even and 
used that to connect 
with others and engage 
with them through the 
social site.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/autumn-harris-92061619a/


http://behance.net/autumnharriscreative

































